Museum School Classes Summer 2023

PHOTOGRAPHY SUPPLIES

Photography: Breaking out of Auto for more Creativity
Instructor: Kevin Kopchynski
- Camera with aperture priority, exposure compensation, histogram display, and adjustable ISO
- Brown bag lunch or snack

Photography: Creativity Beyond the Basics
Instructor: Kevin Kopchynski
- Camera with aperture priority, exposure compensation, histogram display, and adjustable ISO
- Brown bag lunch or snack

Photo Edit
Instructor: Kevin Kopchynski
- A laptop running Widows, MacOS, or Linux with a photo editing app installed.
  - These apps can be Gimp, Photoshop Elements, Photoshop, or PaintShop Pro.
  - Gimp can be downloaded and used for free. Download only from www.gimp.org.
  - Check with the instructor on using any other app.